Dog Master
George Barrett of Dalesman Dog Psychology, introduces
Northern Life readers to the world of dog psychology.

y knowledge and understanding of dog
psychology began in my early
childhood and was tutored not by a
professor but by a Yorkshire miner who
instinctively knew how to reach the depth of a
dog’s mind. This miner was my father; a man
who many at the time said was too kind to
dogs and did not use the stick enough but the
results were there for all to see. I learned these
methods and have brought the past into the
present and have enhanced this with my own
psychology studies and the dogs I have
learned from throughout my life.
The instinctive thoughts of a dog are what
directly affect its behaviour. Dog psychology
studies its thoughts and subsequent behaviour
and finds the cause of any unwanted problems.
Any issues can then be modified by changing
the environment the dog lives in and balancing
the dog to owner relationship, thereby
changing the behaviour. My methods include
distraction, correction
and immediate
reward.
My early childhood
passion was nature,
livestock and dogs
especially. This has
never left me and is
the main motivating
factor which has
enriched my life and
enabled me to retain
the excitement I experienced when I was
young. At 59 years old the dreams of childhood
are alive and well. It has enabled me to recover
from a life threatening illness and spend my
time doing what I believe was my destiny.
I spent my childhood and teens in the
company of numerous dogs, including
greyhounds, lurchers, terriers and Labradors.
At eighteen I met my future wife, Susan who
must have known what she was getting herself
into at an early stage in our relationship when I
asked if I could take her to the cinema in
Keighley one evening. The afternoon prior to
our big date I went out rabbiting with my
whippet. We were having such a good time
that I didn’t realise how late it was and didn’t
have time to get home to get changed and so
turned up for my hot date with my whippet
under my arm and a ferret in my inside pocket!
Sue must have forgiven me as believe it or not,
we have recently celebrated thirty seven years
of marriage.
About 25 years ago we bought a small farm
and were told my soft methods would not work
on farm dogs; how wrong they were. They not
only worked for pups but could change dogs
that had entrenched behavioural problems. My
sheepdogs, although they were family pets and
good with our children they were tenacious
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workers and herded sheep well.
Fast forward thirty five years to 2007, whilst
embarking on our usual brisk two mile walk
with our German shepherd bitch Rula, a dog
who I had considered for twelve years as being
the best dog that I had ever shared a home
with. We noticed her back legs dragging and
my stomach lurched. I knew the signs, we
booked her in at the vets immediately, knowing
that a downward spiral had started but on
getting in we were elated when the vet said it
was only minor spinal problems and she had
plenty of time. However, just as we were
leaving he noticed a little cough which we
knew about. The vet said we should have
some x-rays to check it out. We got a phone
call to say she was riddled with cancer and
prognosis was poor and did we want to make
the decision immediately. We gave her a kind
death but the hurt and pain still remained. A
couple of months after Rula died we decided
to home another
German shepherd,
unfortunately
whichever dog we
saw could not
compare to Rula. We
decided on another
breed, a Rottweiler.
We chose a bitch and
named her Ruby, she
was full of mischief
and a handful to train,
nothing like her predecessor, Rula. However, by
this point I was committed and although I
regretted it many times she began to calm
down and she has such a tremendous
temperament she is the dog I use in
demonstrations at agricultural shows and
lectures on dog psychology. It is ironic that the
breed of dog with one of the most ferocious
reputations is the dog that calms so many
aggressive pet dogs down.
Ruby and I visit clients’ houses on a one-toone basis along with the other women in my
life: my wife Sue and Lhaso Apso cross Bichon
Frise, Ellie. Issues that I have successfully dealt
with have ranged from aggression towards
people and other dogs and attacking
lawnmowers and televisions and refusing to
walk on tiles and everything in between. I
receive referrals from several vets in the area.
I soon found out that the excitement and
passion of youth can be recaptured. The buzz
of waking up everyday is different everyday is a
challenge. The emotional fulfilment of meeting
and helping so many fantastic people and
dogs, the financial rewards are honestly a
sideshow. The dogs are the thing. I know
things that Dad talked about in the fifties are
being called revolutionary and creating great
excitement today.

I soon found out that the
excitement and passion of youth
can be recaptured. The buzz of
waking up everyday is different
everyday is a challenge.

George has kindly offered to answer any dog behaviour related questions in further issues, to be involved simply write
to George Barrett, Northern Life Centre, 43 Scotland Road, Nelson. BB9 7UT or e-mail karen@looppublishing.co.uk
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Tips for
Christmas
Day
• A puppy should not
be bought as a
Christmas present,
especially for a child.
It should be a
planned well thought
act. Bear in mind the
first home coming
should be a calm
experience and
Christmas Day is not
usually a quiet day.
• Take your dog on a
long walk to settle
him/her before
visitors arrive.
• Be vigilant about
strangers coming to
the house especially
with protective
guarding breeds. All
the hustle and bustle
and excitement can
cause a change in
behaviour, especially
towards children.
• Visitors should ignore
the dog until he/she
is calm.
• The safest way to
avoid incidents is to
introduce the dog to
strangers, put them
somewhere quiet
and enjoy your
Christmas.
• Avoid cooked bones
of any description.
• Be vigilant about
objects that can be
swallowed e.g. gifts
in crackers,
packaging etc. An
operation and a vet
bill will dampen the
Christmas spirit.

George is a registered dog psychologist who is a member of The Canine Behaviour Centre and also The Guild of Dog Trainers. He conducts
one-to-one home visits, runs socialisation classes with his wife, Susan and is available for talks on dog psychology and behaviour.
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